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The Child Abuse Story of the Decade is based on the true story of a large Belgian family spanning

the year 1879 to the present day. It focuses on the shocking brutal treatment by one family member

â€” who was a brother, husband and father â€” directed towards other family members. It begins with

a love story between two young adults and moves on to their marriage and production of 16

children. All appears well as the family prospers. However, one of their children, Christian, shows an

early predisposition to violence and brutality. The story then follows Christian from his early violent

tendencies, through the alienation of his brothers and sisters, into his marriage where his brutality

and violent tendencies continue with his wife and children, resulting in the shocking death of one his

children. The book then follows the other children, and how the psychopathic tendencies of their

father has affect their lives.
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I'm glad I read it. It flows, makes sense. I find it interesting bc I'm a history major but I'm not sure the

general population would. One thing I didn't like is when the abuser died, the readers were not told

of the reactions of the abused. The author spent countless chapters on the abuser and then when



he died, nothing. The author moved on. There was no triumphant moment. That was a let down.

The story is sad, but by no means the 'child abuse story of the decade'. Yes, it's awful what some of

the characters went through as kids. But I question some of the storyline ... how does the author

know what people were thinking many decades ago? Here is no mention of any diary or other

written account of life years ago. And to think people talked about their sex life??The writing is not

easy to read. It seemed like a story written in another language and translated to English. There

were also errors in the book; one place Vera's name is written as Mary. Near the end there are a

couple sentences crossed out and Paul is referenced as having a wife after he had divorced. And

some of the dates at the beginning are wrong or incomplete.

It deals with child abuse, marriage and some history in a very vapid, almost pornographic way

sometimes. Way to many characters to keep track of and care about. I leaves one thinking it might

be a bad translation. It has some good moments but they are random.

I enjoyed the true story of Paul and his 13 siblings growing up. I cried along with them during the

sad times and celebrated with them during the good. It is a shocking story of abuse but, was very

common during that era. It is a joy to listen to survivors of such tragedies. God does watch over little

children!

The book has an interesting story, though how it could possibly be true is a good question. The

intimate details of the grandparents and parents is quite far fetched considering that the mothers

would not even acknowledge the abuse other than inside their own heads (and also the sexual

details are not necessary for this story) the abuse is there but not shocking any more so than others

(not extreme) the writer seemed to go off in different directions from paragraph to paragraph at

times as well. Overall a decent read, but not a five star worthy book by any means.

I normally read a book this size very fast but book was a hard pill to swallow. It hurt me to read how

horribly these children were abused. Being a retired nurse I have some experience in child abuse. I

still can't understand how a Mom or Dad can stand by and allow it to happen. We do need to

understand in some areas that women had no rights they had to do exactly what the husband said.

I'm sure it is still the same in some areas. Please read this book and if you know someone you think

is being abused please let the authorities know. You do not have to give your name and you might



save a life. Thank you. Vivian Duarte. TN.t

This was a very easy book to read. It is about one child's experience in his life story. I enjoyed the

story but I kept waiting for "the torture and blood and guts" and I never felt it was all about child

abuse. But the story was compelling and I would recommend it for easy reading and flowing story.

This book was a great read, I think if more people would reed this and other book on this subject the

might rec-anise the look of abuse on children and able to save more children and also know there

are other servers out there.
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